#iGiveCatholic Prayer

*O Lord, giver of life,*
*we know that all we are,*
*and all we have*
*are gifts from You.*

*We live in a world*
*that celebrates consumption.*
*But You call us*
*to be good stewards*
*of all You have entrusted to us.*

*May this #GivingTuesday prompt us*
*to gratitude and generosity,*
*that brings nourishment to the hungry*
*and hope to the hopeless.*

*We pray that #iGiveCatholic*
*may be a miracle of loaves and fishes,*
*where every gift shared lovingly*
*from a grateful heart*
*becomes bread for the multitudes,*
*and the ordinary becomes extraordinary.*

*In this giving and receiving,*
*may our hearts rejoice*
*in You alone,*
*who are Lord for ever and ever.*

*Amen*